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PROGRAMME OTITCOMES

POI: Enhance the student's academic abilities, personal qualities and tansferable skills this

will give them an opporunity to develop as responsible citizens.

PO2: Define the basic laws invoived in Physics.

PO3: Understand the concepts and sigrificance of the various physical phenomena.

PO4: Carry out experiments to understand the laws and concepts ofPhysics.
PO5: Apply the theories leamt and the skills acquired to solve real time problems.

PO6: Acquire a wide range ofproblem solving skills, both analytical and computational and

to apply them.

PROGRAMME SPECI I.,'IC O[ITCOMES

PSOI: Give the knowledge of basic elements of modern physics and theoretical physics.

PSO2: Stengthen the knowledge of specific fields.

PSO3: Explain direct experience ofthe laboratory techniques and data analysis.

PSO4: Combine physical world will be based on the experimental evidence, a proper use of
theoretical modeling and its mathematical instruments including numerical techniques.

PSOS: Understand and the development of the physically problem solving skills.
PSO6: Demonstrate knowledge ofselected topics from various subjects.
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COURSE OUTCOMES

SEMESTER.I

Core -Physics -I (Mechanics) lTt PH0f

Studens will be able to
COl: Understand and apply the fimdamentals of Projectile, impulse and impact.

CO2: Rolate Relative motiorq Inertial and non inertial reference frames.

CO3: Understand the basic ideas ofcente of gravity and friction.
CO4. UndErstand the basic concepts ofcentre ofpressure and hy&odynamics.

C05: Acquire lcrowledge of classical mechanics.

Allied mathematics-I (Algebra & Calculus) l7UMAAOI

Studens will be able to

C01: Know the applicatron ofrelations between the roots and coefficients ofan equation and

dmrnishing the roots of an equation

CO2: Solve tlre consisteacy of line.ar equations at d appllcsbon of Cayley-Hattitontheorem
CO3: Understand the concepts of Cartesian co-ordinates, parametric co-ordmates and polar co-

ordinates.

CO4: Understand the basic properties ofPDE.
CO5: Gain the skill to solve problems.

SEMESTER.II

Core Physics -II (Thermal Physics) f7UPH02

Studenc will be able to
COI i Understand the basics of ftermometry and calorimetry.
CO2: Understand low temperature physics and its applications.
CO3: Gain knowledge on thermodynamics laws.
CO4: Know the thermal conduction and Radiation.
COS: Gain an understandrng of Maxwell's thermodynamic relations.

Allied mrthematics-Il (Diflerential Equations & Laplace Trensforms) l7IIMAA02

Stu&nt will be able to
COI : Understand the concepts of Maxima and Minima.
CO2: Develop the lnowledge in Numerical Methods problem solving.
CO3: Ltndersand the second order d ifferenial equattons u,lth constant coefficients
CO4: Understand the basic properties oft aplace Transforms
COS: Solve the simple problems in inverse Laplace and its applications.
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W
Skill based Elective Course -I (Space Science) lTUPHS0f

SEMESTER - III

Core Physics -III (Properties of matter and Sound) lTt PHG!

Studens will be able to

COl: Undersand the behavior and properties of solids.

C02: Acquire knowlcdge about viscosity and lubrication.

CO3: Obtain strong knowledge of surface tension.

C(X: Conract an overview of the fundamental principles of waves and oscillations

CO5: Comprehend ultrasonic and its application in various field.

Allied -I (Inorgenic, Organic and Physical chemistry-I) l7UCEA0l

Skill based Elective Course -II @rogramming in C language) ITUPHS(I!

Studens will be able to

COl: Acquahted with the importance of computer.

CO2: Acquire knowledgc about input and output units.
CO3: Obtain basic knowledge of C programming language.
CO4: Contract an overview of the fundamental statements of C programming
CO5: Understand the development of algorithm.

SEMESTER - IV

Core -Physics -IV (Optics) ITUPH(H

Stud€n6 will be able to:
COI : Understand fundamentals interference interferometer
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Studenb will be able to

COI: Understand the firndamentals of Universe.

CO2: Acqute knowledge ofcomets, meteors and asteroids.

CO3: Understand the struchtre of the Sun and Earth.

CO4: Understand the basic concepts ofStars.
C(X: Know the origin of the Universe and its models.

Students will be able to

COl: Understand how the concept ofvalency can account for, and predict the formulas of
compounds.

CO2: Identif and defme various types ofnucler changes or prctesses includrng fission, f.rsion and

decay reactions.

CO3: Recognize and draw struchral isomers, ster€oisomers.

CO4: Interprct the concept of aromaticity and the mam proFrties of aromatic compounds.

C05: Able to explain the principles of the most important liquid and gas chromatographic.
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CO2 : Obtain knowledge of Diftaction and Optical instruments

C03: Understand the basic ideas ofPolarization and its types.

CO4: Understand the basic conceps of Aberations.

COS: Acquire knowledge of Fibre optics and its applications.

Allied-II (Inorganic, Organic and Physical chemistry-Il) 17UCHA02

(t,denrs will hP ahlp t^

COI: Discuss the properties ofcoordination compounds.

CO2: Distinguish various carbohydrates found in foods and in the hurran body.

CO3: Understand the chemistry of &ugs with respect to their pharmacological activity.

CO4: Understand the laws ofphotochemistry.

COS: Able to apply Nernst equation and the Tafel equation to different electrochemrcal systems

SEMESTER. V

Core -Phvsics -V (f,lectricity and Magnetism) l2UPH05

Core -Physics -VI (Basic Electronics) 12UPH0,6

Core -Ptysics -Elective I (Solid State Phyeics) l2lrPm02

Students wlll be able to:

COI: Lhderstmd crystal strucsue and its various types.

C02: Acqute knowledge about dilfraction ofX-rays by crystal and Crystal defects.
CO3: Explain basics theory of Difrerent types ofmagnetic materials and super conductivity
CO4: Realize Electric and dielectric properties ofmetals.
CO5: Cgqptgbr4 th.e basic ideas about modern engineenng materials.
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Students will be able to:

COI: Recognize basic principles and applications ofcapacitor.

CO2: Effectively formulate the elecaical circuit problem into a mathematical problem

using circuits, laws and theorems.

C03: Acquire knowledge about magnetic mduction and mutual inducfon.

CO4: Obtain strong lnowledge oftransi€nt curent growth and decay.

COS: Understand the basic ideas of Altemating current.

Students will be able to:

COI: Understand the implications of chaacteristics of special diodes.

C02: Comprehend the implications ofcharacteristics of Hybrid (h) pararneters.

CO3: Gain knowledge on FET, MOSFET, UJT and SCR.

C04: Know the operating characteristrcs ofa multistage amplifier and feedback amplifier.
CO5: Gain an understanding of multiyibrators, operational ,mplifiers and their applications.
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Core -Physics -Elective lI (Energy Physics) I2UPHE(M

Students wrll be able to:

C01: Acqure knowledge about solar energy.

CO2: Attain knowledge about Wind energy.

CO3: Gain knowledge about Bio-mass energy.

CO4: Explain basics of Energy storage and its various types

COS: Understand the concepts of enerry conservation.

SBEC -lII (Bio - Medical Instrumentstion) 12UPHS03

SBEC -IV (Digital Electronics) l2UPHS04

SEMESTER - I/I

Core -Physics -YII (Atomic Physics) 12UPH07

Students will be able to:
COI: Understand the implications of characteristics of photoelectric effect and its experiments
COll: Understand positive ray analysis and mass spectoscopy methods.
CO3: Gain knowledge on alpha scatermg.
C04: Know the vector atom model, coupling schemes and pauli's exclusion principle.
CO5: Gain an understanding of Spectral terms and notations.

CO3: Acquire of the artficial rarumutation
co4. tbe basic ideas of Nuclear sructure
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Students will be able to:

COl: Attain the knowledge of ECG, EMG and EEG.

CO2: Undostand the functions of pace makers and its types.

CO3: Explain basics of various bio medical instruments like Anesthesia machine, Blood cell corurter,

Haemocytometer etc.

C04: Know the concepB ofradiation safety instruments.

CO5: Ac4uire the knowledge of Area monitoring instnrments.

Studene wrll be able to:

COI: Understand Number system and codes.

CO2: Acquire knowledge about Boolean algebra system.

CO3: Explain basics of Anthmetrc and logrc circuits tike adder, subtactor, Decoder, Encoder etc.

CO4: Understand the basic concepts of sequortial ctcuits like RS Flip flop, Registers etc.

CO5: Secure lnowledge about Counters and data converters ctcuits.

Core -Physics -VIII (Nuclear P[ysics) 12IIPH08

Studens wrll be able to:
COI : Obtain strong knowledge of Radioactivity and its laws.
CO2 : Apprehend the basic ideas of nuclear detectors.
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Core -Physics -IX (Quantum Mechanics and Relativity) 12UPH09

Core -Physics -Elective trI (Electronics Communication) l2UPHE06

Students will be able to:

COl: Understand different sources of modulation circuits.

CO2: Ac4uire knowledge about demodulation.

CO3: Obtain strong knowledge ofvariou Television systems.

CO4: CoDtract an ovewiew of the fundamental principles of RADAR and opto-electroric devices

COS: Comprehend Digital Commwucation system.

SBEC -V (Electrical Appliances) 12UPHS05

Studens wrll be able to:

COI: Attain knowledge about basic terms of electricity.

C02: Acquire knowledge about hansformers and its applications.

CO3: Obtain basic lnowledge of AC and DC cormections.

C(X: Conhact an overview of the fundamental prmciples of Electrical bulbs, fluorescent lamps,

inverter, UPS etc.

CO5: Und€rstand the development ofheading and welding system.

SBEC -VI (Microprocessor and its applications) l2UPH506

COI: Describe the general architecture and organization of8085 microprocessors.
CO2: Acquire knowledge about Basic terms of microprocessor.
CO3: Understand the instruction sets and simple prograrnming techniques.
CO4: Write simple programming like 8 bit addition, subracton, multiplication etc.
coS: write Assembly language programs like ascend*rg and decending order, A/D conversion Sum
ofN numbers etc.

CO5: Analfze the energy released by the nucleus dtring the fssion and fusion process.

Students will be able to:

COI: Understznd basics conc€pts ofwave nature of matter.

CO2: Acquie knowledge about wave mechanics and its postulates.

CO3: Apply the basic to construct and solve the paticle equations in one dimension form.

CO4: Apply the basic to construct and solve the particle equations in threedimension form.

CO5: Acqute knowledge of Relativity theory and is application in day to day [rlt.

Students will be able to:
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